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Abstract  The mystery nature of liturgy issues from the mystery nature of God’s Revelation that has 

its height in Jesus Christ. It is in liturgy that Christ’s salutary mystery is actualized. Owing to this, man 

can participate in Christ’s mystery, and the very mystery achieves its aim. The mystery nature of 

liturgical celebration is fulfilled in its being a reorientation of Christian life to the mystery of Christ 

and to participating in it. The mystery character of celebration is also warranted owing to its five 

dynamisms: remembrance, participation, presence and action of the Holy Spirit, and in consequence 

the presence and action of Christ-the Church, and reference to the heavenly liturgy. Owing to these 

dynamisms liturgy is not just educating people and cheering up their hearts, but it is supposed to 

become the meaning of their lives, an impersonated adoration. The truth about the mystery nature of 

liturgy is confirmed in the Church’s Tradition and teaching, as well as in the post-Caselian liturgical 

theology that achieves its most mature form in the Roman school. The mystery character of liturgy 

should be constantly discovered and emphasized both in ars celebrandi and in ars participandi of 

liturgy. It consists in the concentration of the Person of Jesus Christ and on the attitude of adoration. If 

liturgy in its mystery character is a continuation of the mystery of Jesus Christ by its actualization, the 

care for the mystery character of liturgy is the care for the growth of God’s Kingdom until its 

fulfillment in the Heavenly Kingdom. Also its language results from the mystery nature of liturgy. The 

proper and the only permissible language of liturgical celebration is the symbol and the sign, whose 

special kind is the uttered word. 

 


